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These stories are from pages 8 and 25 of First News. Read the stories, and then try the
puzzle. To help you, we have underlined the answers to the crossword puzzle clues in the
story itself – but you will need to match the correct word with each clue!
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Maraya means mirrors

USA

Guinness World Records

A Saudi Arabian company has built the
largest mirrored building in the world.
Located in the west of Saudi Arabia’s
Al-ʿUla region, the Maraya Concert
Hall is 26 metres tall and can seat
500 people. The building is covered
by a total of 9,740m2 of mirrors.

Basketball bounce record!
A teenager from Lousiana has set a world record for the most ‘bounce juggles’
in one minute with three basketballs.
Zaila Avant-Garde has been practising dribbling basketballs since she was five.
She also practised bounce juggling, where you bounce balls off the ground,
for two years before trying for the record. She performed the feat on her 13th
birthday and managed 231 bounces in one minute. That’s about four bounces
every single second and 18 more than the previous record.
Zaila is a keen basketball player and hopes to join a team in the WNBA
(Women’s National Basketball Association) one day. “The more the
achievements of women are promoted, the more little girls around the world
will see that they can do any and everything they put their minds to,” she said.

ACROSS
3) An achievement that requires great skill (noun 4)
6) A type of centre where animals can be treated and
looked after, then returned to the wild (adjective 14)
7) A unit of length in the metric system that is equal
to 100 centimetres (plural noun 6)
DOWN
1) Continuous bouncing in basketball (present participle 9)
2) People who work for an organisation without being
paid (plural noun 10)
3) Luckily; happily (adverb 11)
4) Performing an activity or exercising a skill repeatedly or regularly in order
to acquire, improve or maintain proficiency in it (past continuous 10)
5) Having a surface like a mirror; reflective; fitted with mirrors (adjective 8)

Taxis for the birds!

A taxi driver has become the leader of
a volunteer army who rescue Hutton’s
shearwater chicks that crash-land
onto roads. The Hutton’s shearwater
is the only seabird in the world that
nests and raises its young in the
mountains. On foggy nights, the grey
puffballs mistake glimmering roads
for the sea and fly straight into them.
They’re then unable to move, and
might get hit by a car or eaten by a
cat. Fortunately, Toni Painting and
her volunteers are there to help. Toni
drives around every night, scooping up
the birds she finds helpless at the side
of the road, before dropping them off
at a rehabilitation centre, which then
gets them back to the sea.
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